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Instructions : Answer Part 1 and ANY TWO from Part 2

Part 1 (Answer BOTH Questions)

1. You are required to design an unsigned divider machine which takes unsigned numbers m, nand
outputs two unsigned numbers q and r such that m = q x n + r, 0 ~ r < n; thus, q is the quotient
and r is the remainder of division of m by n. It uses the following algorithm:

step 1: wait till "load" is ON; read m; wait till "GO" switch is made ON; read n·,
step 2: initialize x to 1 and y to 0;
step 3: while (m > n) { n = 2.n; x = 2.x};
step 4: if (m >= n) {m = m - n; y = y + x};
step 5: if (x != 1) { n = n/2; x = x/2; go to step 4}
step 6: Display y as quotient and m as remainder simultaneously as long as

"GO" switch or "load" switch remains ON.
step 7: Go to step 1·,

Let there be a single set of 8 toggle switches to feed both m and n. After setting up m-value on "-
these switches, user presses a "load" button whereupon the machine reads these switches (for m).
Then the user sets up n-value on these switches and switches ON the "GO" button. The results are
displayed by two sets of LEDs, one for the quotient and the other for the remainder.

(a) Give a flowchart depicting the algorithm.

(b) Give the design of the data path by specifying

i. the registers, their sizes and types; assume that operations such as, zeroing of any register
or initializing it to any constant value or shifting its content to left or right are not possible
locally around the register; all such operations are to be accomplished through a central
ALU;

ii. assuming that an 8-bit ALU with operand inputs A and B and with only functionalities {add,
sub, shift-right A, transfer A to output} is provided, explain how the arithmetic operations
needed for the algorithm can be accomplished,

in. assuming that only a zero detector is provided, explain how the various condition testing
required by the above algorithm are accomplished.

iv. the interconnection of the data path components.

(c) Give the controller design using D-FFs; you may use one-hot encoding of the states.

[4 + (3 + 5 + 4 + 7) + 7 = 30]

2. By means of a neatly drawn flowchart indicate the floating point multiplication process in IEEE754
format; ignore the cases of NAN, ±oo and denormalized numbers; that is, the input operands can be
assumed to be normalized numbers and if the result lies beyond the range of normalized numbers,
then the algorithm should signal "underflow" / "overflow" properly and exit. [10]
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Part 2 - ANY TWO from this part

3. Represent -23.269 and 4.391 in a common 16 bit two's complement fixed point number representation
system; show the steps of your calculations. Indicate the precision of this number representation
system by identifying the number of correct significant decimal digits of the representation of the
fractional part of any number. [10]

4. Using non-restoring unsigned division algorithm carry out the division of 30 7 8; show the steps
clearly. [10]

5. Using 2KB PROM chips and 1KB RAM chips, realize a 2MW memory system with 16KB lower
address memory locations which are read-only. The memory system is only word addressable. Give
a neat schematic diagram depicting the address decoding mechanism. [10]

6. Give the MIPS assembly code snippet for the following C code snippet:

int a, b[iOO], c[50] ,i;

for (i = 0; i < 50; i++) c[i] a + b[i] ;

Provide adequate comments regarding the addresses (with respect to the frame pointer) of the local
variables and arrays. [10]
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